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ABSTRACT: Subspecies Selasphorus sasin sedentarius of Allen’s Hummingbird has been expanding its range in southern California since the 1960s. Nesting near Tijuana, Baja California, in 2014 and 2015 established the first nesting records for Mexico. The species is likely to expand farther into Mexico, and some local displacement of Anna’s Hummingbird (Calypte anna) may be expected.

Although it winters primarily in south-central Mexico, Allen’s Hummingbird (Selasphorus sasin) is almost endemic to coastal California during the breeding season (Howell and Webb 1995, AOU 1998). Two subspecies have been described: the smaller migratory nominate sasin, breeding from southwestern Oregon (Marshall et al. 2003) to mainland Ventura County, California, and the larger nonmigratory sedentarius, originally restricted to the Channel Islands (Grinnell and Miller 1944) and subsequently expanding to the nearby mainland (Wells and Baptista 1979). Presumably because of

Figure 1. Real del Mar, Baja California, 19 Feb 2015. Allen’s Hummingbirds nested in the dark green tree (cf. Ficus rubiginosa) on the right.
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its restricted range, Allen’s Hummingbird is recognized as a federal “bird of conservation concern” (USFWS 2008) and a “California special animal” (CDFW 2015); the species has not been identified for conservation purposes in Mexico (SEMARNAT 2010).

Unitt (2004) summarized the range expansion of *sedentarius* onto the California mainland, beginning on the Palos Verdes Peninsula in the 1960s, with nesting first confirmed in Orange County in 1980 and San Diego County in 2001. The subspecies is now common essentially throughout coastal San Diego County (Unitt and Hargrove in press).

**HISTORICAL STATUS ON THE BAJA CALIFORNIA PENINSULA**

Although often confused with the more northerly Rufous Hummingbird (*S. rufus*), which also migrates through northwest Mexico, Allen’s Hummingbird has long been known as a spring and fall transient through the state of Baja California (Grinnell 1928). Phillips (1975) reviewed Allen’s Hummingbird in Mexico, emphasizing the identification challenges presented by this species pair, and accepted no records for the months of April and May, at the height of the breeding season in California. Through the early 2000s, there were still no winter records of *Selasphorus* hummingbirds for the Baja California Peninsula (Erickson et al. 2001), though a few individuals had been seen into April in the California border region (Unitt 2004). Records through 2013 in eBird/aVerAves (www.ebird.org) and those accumulated since the inception of *North American Birds* coverage of the Baja California Peninsula in 2000 (see Erickson et al. 2008) match the seasonality outlined by Phillips (1975). On the southern half of the peninsula, Howell et al. (2001) and Erickson et al. (2013) acknowledged identification problems but found no unequivocal records of Allen’s Hummingbird for Baja California Sur at any time of year.

Over the past 15 years, I have made repeated observations of birds at Real del Mar (Figure 1), an upscale private community centered on a golf course and ponds on the coast of Baja California approximately 10 km south of the California border. Among the vast ornamental plantings is a large hedge of hummingbird-friendly cape honeysuckle (*Tecoma capensis*). Often accompanied by others, I made 48 visits to this location from 2001 to 2013, and Mark J. Billings made an additional three during the same period. The visits occurred in every month of the year except February, with multiple visits in all of those months except August. We recorded *Selasphorus* hummingbirds on 23 of those visits, but confirmed Allen’s Hummingbird only once: an early spring migrant on 16 January 2006 (M. J. Billings).

**RESIDENT ALLEN’S HUMMINGBIRD ARRIVES IN MEXICO**

Since 2010, *Selasphorus* hummingbirds (a few confirmed as, and most presumed to be, Allen’s Hummingbirds) have wintered regularly in ornamental vegetation at scattered locations in coastal Baja California south to Ejido Eréndira, approximately 50 km south of Ensenada (31.28° N, 116.38° W), where Matt Sadowski and Ryan M. Abe noted four on 30 December 2012 (*N. Am. Birds* 67:344, 2013). The first of these wintering birds found was at Real del Mar 30 December 2010 (M. Sadowski pers. comm.). Also in
2010, the first observation hinting at nesting of Allen’s Hummingbird in Mexico was of one unidentified Selasphorus hummingbird at Real del Mar on the unusual date of 15 May (M. J. Billings).

In 2014 I observed one or two male Allen’s Hummingbird at Real del Mar on 16 April (displaying), 18 April, and 18 June, along with several female Selasphorus hummingbirds in April. Seven Selasphorus hummingbirds that could not be identified to age or sex were observed on 18 June, and might have included juveniles. I suspected a used nest found on 18 April to belong to Allen’s Hummingbird, but comparison of the nest with nests preserved at the Western Foundation of Vertebrate Zoology in Camarillo, California, was inconclusive, as the sympatric Anna’s Hummingbird (Calypte anna) could not be eliminated from consideration. The nest (now WFVZ 192408) was located about 2.5 m off the ground on the underside of the outer branches of an ornamental myoporum tree (Myoporum laetum). Nesting was first confirmed on 6 October 2014. I observed ten Selasphorus hummingbirds on that date, including a female collecting nest material in a patch of Myoporum approximately 150 m from the April nest tree, but I did not find the nest.

On 19 February 2015 I observed a female Allen’s Hummingbird at Real del Mar repeatedly feeding two fledglings in the dead branches of a Myoporum approximately 50 m from the 2014 nest tree (see this issue’s inside front cover), and another female constructing a nest approximately 3 m off the ground on the underside of the canopy of an ornamental fig tree (cf. Ficus rubiginosa) approximately 20 m from the 2014 nest tree. Also seen that day were two male Allen’s Hummingbirds and six Selasphorus hummingbirds not identified to species. On 11 April 2015, I saw two male Allen’s Hummingbirds and six other Selasphorus hummingbirds, and was surprised to find the Ficus nest still active more than seven weeks after its discovery. A female was actively feeding two nestlings (Figure 2). The used nest was collected on 24 June 2015 and is now WFVZ 194797.

DISCUSSION

The surge in winter records of Selasphorus hummingbirds in northwest Baja California since 2010 apparently represents the beginning of Allen’s Hummingbird colonization of this urbanizing area (Erickson et al. 2013). Given continuing development in that portion of Mexico, and the associated proliferation of ornamental planting, it seems possible that Allen’s Hummingbird will eventually colonize the entire California biogeographic region of Baja California, south to El Rosario at approximately 30° N. This corresponds to the continuing expansion of the subspecies’ range in southern California: to the east into San Bernardino (Redlands) and Riverside counties (Clark and Mitchell 2013; www.ebird.org) and to the northwest, apparently into Santa Barbara County (Lehman 2015).

Anna’s Hummingbird may suffer some local displacement as Allen’s Hummingbird becomes established in Mexico, as the two species overlap broadly in their habitat preferences. Pitelka (1951) studied competition between migratory Allen’s Hummingbirds and Anna’s Hummingbirds and found the larger Anna’s dominant, but he emphasized the advantage conferred by Anna’s permanent residency and earlier nesting (traits shared by seden-
Also within the range of migratory Allen’s, Legg and Pitelka (1956) found female Anna’s dominant over female Allen’s, but male Anna’s were displaced by male Allen’s. Yeaton and Laughrin (1976) studied hummingbirds on Santa Cruz Island during the fall and found that *sedentarius* excluded Anna’s Hummingbirds from its favored territories. Without the constraint of migration, *sedentarius* has been wildly successful at displacing Anna’s from numerous locations it formerly occupied in the Los Angeles area (Kimball L. Garrett pers. comm.), and results from the Los Angeles Christmas Bird Count suggest the same (fide Daniel S. Cooper). This displacement has not yet been detected in San Diego County (Philip Unitt and Paul E. Lehman pers. comm.). It may be too early to compare the two species at Real del Mar, where Anna’s Hummingbird still nested in 2015 (WFVZ 194798), but the average number of Anna’s recorded on three October visits in 2014-2015 was 3.7, compared to an average of 14.2 (range 5–25) on 16 October visits from 2001 to 2013 (pers. obs.).

The long nesting season observed at Real del Mar is not unprecedented, and may help explain the subspecies’ success in colonizing new territory. As early as the 1970s, Wells and Baptista (1979) reported *sedentarius* attending eggs and/or young in all months of the year except for September and
October, with nest building observed in October. Although reuse of nests has been reported in this species (Clark and Mitchell 2013), the nesting in Ficus at Real del Mar in both February and April 2015 likely represented a single attempt, the long cycle perhaps due to a protracted nest-building stage or inclement weather, in which nestlings may enter torpor for a few days (C. J. Clark in litt.).
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